The genuine symbolic machine learning (ML) algorithms are capable of processing symbolic, categorial data only. However, real-world problems, e.g. in medicine or nance, involve both symbolic and numerical attributes. Therefore, there is an important issue of ML to discretize (categorize) numerical attributes.
Introduction
The symbolic, logical machine learning (ML) algorithms are able to process symbolic, categorial data only. However, real-world problems, e.g. in medicine or nance, involve both symbolic and numerical attributes. Therefore, there is an important issue of ML to discretize (categorize) numerical attributes.
The task of discretization of numerical variables is well known to statisticians. Di erent approaches are used such as categorization (discretization) into a given number of categories using equidistant cutpoints, or categorization based on mean and standard deviation. All these approaches are "class-blind", since they do not take into account that objects belong to di erent classes. Therefore, they are not suitable for machine learning algorithms.
The original versions of the most popular machine learning algorithms (ID3, AQ) could be used only for categorial, symbolic data. Later, most of newer versions were developed by adding the possibility to deal also with numerical data. In the TDIDT family, the algorithms for discretization are based mostly on binarization within a subset of training data created during tree generation 5]. KnowledgeSeeker, a commercial system of the TDIDT family, uses F statistics instead of 2 statistic to test the dependence when nding numerical attribute during tree generation 3]. Recently, Lee and Shin proposed a discretization procedure, where potential intervals are evaluated using entropy 9].
This paper describes two newer algorithms for categorization (discretization) of numerical attributes. They are "class-sensitive", which means that the procedures do the discretization according to the class-membership of the training objects. Section 2 discusses the rst one which is implemented in the KEX (Knowledge EXplorer) 1, 2] as its preprocessing procedure. Its idea is to discretize the numerical attributes in such a way that the resulting categorization ts the way how KEX creates a knowledge base. Nevertheless, the resulting categorization is suitable also for other machine learning algorithms.
Section 3 presents another discretization procedure that is implemented in the covering ML algorithm CN4, a large extension of the well-known CN2 machine learning algorithm. Section 4 introduces experiments of applying various scenarios to several ML databases, exploiting not only KEX and CN4, but also ID3 and C4.5. The results are discussed in Section 5.
2 Categorization in KEX 2.1 A survey of the system KEX performs symbolic empirical multiple concept learning from examples, where the induced concept description is represented as weighted decision rules in the form Ant =) C (weight) where Ant is a combination (conjunction) of attribute-value pairs, C is a single category (class), weight from the interval < 0; 1 > expresses the uncertainty of the rule.
KEX works in an iterative way, in each iteration testing and expanding an implication Ant =) C. This process starts with an \empty rule" weighted with the relative frequency of the class C and stops after testing all implications which were created according to the user de ned criteria. The implications are evaluated according to the decreasing frequency of Ant.
During testing, the validity (conditional probability P(C=Ant)) of an implication is computed. If this validity signi cantly di ers from the composed weight (value obtained when composing weights of all subrules of the implication Ant =) C), then this implication is added to the knowledge base as a new piece of knowledge. The weight of this new rule is computed from the validity and from the composed weight using inverse composing function. For composing weights we use a pseudobayesian (Prospector-like) combination function.
During expanding, new implications are created by adding single categories to Ant.
These categories are added in the descending order of their frequencies. New implications are stored (according to frequencies of Ant) in an ordered list of implications. Thus, KEX generates every implication only once and for any implication in question all its subimplications have been already tested.
Algorithm of categorization
We categorize each numerical attribute separately. The basic idea is to create intervals for which the aposteriori distribution of classes P(C=interval) signi cantly di ers from the apriori distribution of classes P(C) in the whole training data. This can be achieved by simply merging such values, for which most objects belong to the same class. Within the KEX knowledge acquisition approach, this will lead to rules of the form interval =) C, but as shown later, this approach can be used for other learning algorithms, too. The algorithm for the categorization of an attribute works in the following steps: The number of resulting intervals is "controlled" by giving a threshold for minimal number of objects within one interval, and in step 3.1 by assigning less frequent intervals the label "UNKNOWN".
The second user given parameter is the type of criterion for assigning class label to a value which belongs to more classes (step 2.2) and for assigning class label to "UN-KNOWN" class intervals (step 3.2). There are two possibilities:
1 
Example
We will demonstrate the functionality of the algorithm on data taken from the Machine Learning Repository 10]. The Japanese Credit Screening database created by C. Sano contains both examples and domain theory. Examples represent positive and negative instances of people who were and were not granted credit, respectively. The theory was generated by talking to individuals at a Japanese company that grants credit. The original data set consists of 125 objects each described using 11 attributes: credit granted (the class), jobless, item purchase that loan is for, sex, unmarried, problematic region, age, amount of money on deposit in bank, monthly loan payment amount, number of months expected to pay o the loan, number of years working at current company.
Let us use the attribute number of years working at current company . 
Evaluation
During categorization of an attribute, we can loose some information hidden in the data. We can measure this loss by the number of contradictions before and after the categorization. By contradictions we understand situations when objects described by same attribute values belong to di erent classes. Any learning algorithm will classify such objects as objects belonging to the same (usually the majority) class and objects belonging to other classes will be classi ed wrongly. We can count such errors and thus estimate the maximal possible accuracy as:
1 { no. of errors no. of objects We can compute the maximal possible accuracy based on the numerical attribute before and after the categorization.
For our example, the attribute number of years working at current company, the maximum possible accuracy of classi cation according to the original values is:
1 { no. of errors no. of objects = 1 { 3+10+8+1+4+1+1 125 = 1 { 28 125 = 0.776 2 and that according to the categorized attribute is:
1 { no. of errors no. of objects = 1 { 27+6 125 = 1 { 33 125 = 0.736 3 As we can see, the loss of information caused by categorization can be expressed as the loss of max. possible accuracy of 4%.
We can also evaluate the overall maximal possible accuracy based on all attributes (before and after categorization).
3 Discretization in CN4
Algorithm
The other discretization procedure we would like to introduce is embedded in the machine learning algorithm CN4 4], a large extension of the well-known CN2 6, 7] . It exploits a procedure for splitting continuous ranges of numerical attributes generally to more than two intervals. Unlike 5], who calls the splitting procedure recursively, promising bounds (thresholds) are found here within "one shot", iteratively.
It should be also mentioned that CN4 is a covering ML algorithm that is trying to nd in each loop a relevant complex, usually the largest and as consistent as possible, which covers a certain portion of training data. Therefore, the relative frequencies of classes as well as the distributions of values of each numerical attribute may change in each loop. Hence, the discretization procedure is invoked at the beginning of each loop of the covering algorithm. Because of this characteristic, we call this type of discretization as the "dynamic" one, unlike the categorization procedure of KEX which is done only once, before the actual inductive process.
We will now describe the discretization procedure which (as we already emphasized)
is called at the beginning of each covering loop. To discretize a numerical attribute A n actually means to nd suitable (promising) bounds V j which divide the entire range of this attribute values into disjoint intervals that are as consistent as possible. The function H(V j ) that is to nd the promising bounds has to characterize the "disorder" in the surrounding of the potential bound V j . Promising upper lower] bounds then correspond to non-increasing non-decreasing] local maxima of this function. The entropy function or
Laplacian estimate applied to the intervals V V j V > V j ] con rms with the requirements on the function H(V j ). Hence, the discretizing procedure goes along the entire range of the attribute A n and considers each value of A n that occurs in the training set as a potential bound; it invokes the user-speci ed heuristic (entropy or Laplacian estimate) for the above intervals to nd promising upper lower] bounds. The inner intervals are generated from the bounds found above and immediately tested. As the last step, Boundsize (a prede ned maximum size) promising intervals (those with lower bounds, upper bounds, and inner intervals) are then selected according to their evaluation.
The entire procedure for discretizing numerical attributes can be displayed as follows (here T is a training set, R is the number of classes involved in a given problem):
procedure Setbounds(T) 5 Promising bounds (determining numerical selectors) are inserted into the sorted list ArrayOfBoundsn according to their heuristic degrees. Its size is limited to a user-speci ed length (Boundsize) in conformity to the 'star' methodology. The search procedure of CN4 then processes all bounds from the above array when specializing complexes.
Example
Let us demonstrate the above "dynamic" discretization procedure on the dataset used in the previous Section, i.e. on Japanese Credit database. We will also focus on the same numerical attribute (number of years working at current company) and assume that the inductive process is utilizing only this attribute. The evaluation function has been set to the Laplace estimate and 2 -parameter for the signi cance to 0.05 .
The rst loop of the covering algorithm generates the array of bounds as follows one (here eval is the value of the evaluation function applied to the corresponding selector): 12<numb_of_years_in_company<=27; eval=0.958 5<numb_of_years_in_company<=27; eval=0.956 5<numb_of_years_in_company<=11; eval=0.952 numb_of_years_in_company>5; eval=0.939 5<numb_of_years_in_company<=30; eval=0.936
The new rule generated is thus if 12<numb_of_years_in_company<=27 then class is + The examples that are covered by the above rule are removed from the dataset and the entire process of discretization continues. As a result of the entire induction process, we get these decision rules:
if 12<numb_of_years_in_company<=27 then class is + else if 5<numb_of_years_in_company<=11 then class is + else if numb_of_years_in_company<=0 then class iselse if true then class is + However, if the inductive learning algorithm is invoked for the given dataset with all the attributes, then only the following selectors with numb of years in company appear in the decision rules induced by CN4: numb_of_years_in_company>5 numb_of_years_in_company>2 4 Discretization in MLC++ MLC++ is a library of programs for ML implemented by Ron Kohavi 8] . The procedure discretize is, similarily to categorization for KEX, a standalone procedure, which can be used as a preprocessor for various ML algorithms.
We used as an example again the attribute numb of years in company from the Japanese credit database. The main control parameter for the algorithm is the method of discretisation. The system o ers three possibilities: entropy |Discretization of Attribute: "number-of-years-working-at-current-company" | |EntropyBin0: (-INF, 2.5) |EntropyBin1: 2.5,+INF) binarisation |Discretization of Attribute: "number-of-years-working-at-current-company" 5 Empirical results
We have tested our algorithms on di erent datasets taken from the Machine Learning Repository. The Japanese credit data are described above. The Iris data are based on Fisher's classical experiments. The data set consists of 150 objects, which are described by four numerical attributes. Each object belongs to one of three classes. The Pima indian diabetes dataset consists of 768 objects which are classi ed into two classes according to eight numerical attributes. The fourth dataset used in our experiments, Australian credit approval dataset consists of 690 objects described by 14 attributes (6 numerical and 8 symbolic ones). There are two classes in this dataset. As a side e ect of the categorization done by a standalone procedure, we can get (sometimes drastical) reduction of number of di erent objects in the datasets (usually, in the original data, all objects are di erent). This reduction can give us some information about regular patterns in the data.
In order to make the comparison of various discretization procedures even more exhibitory, we run CN4 (ordered and unordered mode), ID3 6 , and C4.5 both on categorized and original data. KEX was used only on categorised data 7 .
The tables below shows for each dataset both results of categorization (in the terms of maximal possible accuracy, no. of di erent objects and no. of intervals created for numeric attributes) and results of ML (in the terms of classi cation accuracy on the training data). Categorized data are labeled (KEX-c) for procedure described in Section 2 with criterion 2 , (KEX-f) for criterion frequency, (MLC-e) for MLC++ discretization procedure mode entropy, (MLC-b) for MLC++ discretization procedure mode binary and (MLC-r) for MLC++ discretization procedure mode 1Rule. 6 We have taken ID3 from the MLC++ library 8]. The current version of this program does not use any pruning. 7 Each algorithm uses some parameters, which help to tune the obtained knowledge (e.g. minimize the tree or set of rules and optimize the accuracy). We used these parameters: max. length from 2 to 4, min. validity about 95% and min. frequency about 5% of # of objects in KEX; Laplace estimate, 2 -parameter=0.05 in CN4; default settings for ID3 and C4.5.
Data iris, 100% accuracy, 147 obj. When using the standalone algorithm described in Section 2, we have lost 0% ? 5%
of maximum possible accuracy. The MLC++ procedure gives (with exception of DIAB dataset) similar loss of accuracy. When comparing number of created intervals and the numbers of objects, naturally, less intervals results in less objects. If this should be a criterion for evaluating of the standalone algorithms (of course with respect to the accuracy), then best resluts were obtained for KEX algorithm with 2 criterion and for MLC++ algorithm with entropy criterion. Results obtained by MLC++ algorithm with 1R criterion were the worst.
Although the algorithm described in Section 2 originates in KEX, CN4 in ordered mode works slightly better on categorized data, and also on original ones. The ID3 (without pruning, so probably too biased on training data) reached in all cases the maximal possible accuracy.
With exception of C4.5, the di erencies in accuracy reached by the systems on original and categorized data were in relations with di erences in maximal possible accuracy. The greatest loss of accuracy after categorization occurs for the diabetes data set (C4.5, CN4 ordered mode).
Similarly small diferences in accuracy were reached also on data categorized by the MLC++ procedure.
Conclusion
The presented algorithms perform automatic dicretization (categorization) of numerical attributes with respect to the goal classes. The algorithms can be applied to the domain of multi-class learning. The number of resulting intervals depends only on the data; the only required parameter is the goal (class).
If we compare the borders of the intervals generated in our simple experiments by both KEX categorization procedure and CN4 discretization one, we can come to the following conclusion:
If we process the chosen numerical attribute only, then both procedures nd more or less identical borders of the intervals. The KEX preprocessor, however, generalizes these intervals in order to nd the minimum number of the most reliable intervals. The entire categorization is done "o -line", i.e. before the actual inductive process. It saves time within the own induction.
The discretization procedure within CN4 is invoked "on-line", whenever the system needs to process a numerical attribute in order to nd the most promising selector. The procedure is called thus many times within the inductive process; on the other hand, it complies with the demands of the covering algorithm.
It should be also mentioned that although the original idea of the standalone categorization procedure is related to the KEX, the algorithm shows good performance together with other machine learning algorithms.
Nowdays, most inductive learning algorithms can deal with continuous attributes in the data, and as shown in the table they may give better results of classi cation on the original data. Nevertheless, if the aim is to nd meaningfull intervals for the whole range of an attribute (as might be the case for KDD), a simple standalone algorithm as proposed in the paper (which also reduces the no. of objects) has its sence.
